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The Goursat problem for the nonlinear wave equation (af - 8;) 4 + g(() = 0 on 
Rx S’ is treated for Goursat data 4 1 c in the Sobolev space H(C) = &i(C), where 
the lightcone C= {T = 1 p I} is identified with S’ by means of the coordinate 
p E C--n, n]. If go C’(R), there is a unique local solution given arbitrary Goursat 
data in H(C). In this case we describe conditions including nonlocal, nonlinear con- 
straints on the Goursat data that are necessary and sufficient for the local solution 
to be C*. If g is the derivative of a function G which is bounded from below, or if g 
satislies 1 g( yi) -g( y2)l 6 c, I y, - y2 I + c2 for some constants c, and cl, there is a 
global solution given arbitrary data in H(C), and a global C* solution given data 
in H(C) satisfying the aforementioned conditions. We show that the map from 
Goursat data in H(C) to Cauchy data in &,(Si)@ L2(S’) is continuous, with 
continuous inverse. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Goursat problem for a nonlinear wave equation, in which data are 
given on a lightcone, differs in a variety of ways from the more extensively 
studied Cauchy problem. Some of these appear in the context of wave 
equations on R”+’ [2]. For a through treatment of the global Goursat 
problem, however, it is preferable to work in Rx S”, in part because the 
time evolution of Goursat data for a nonlinear wave equation on R”+’ is 
less conveniently described as a continuous one-parameter group on a 
Banach space. Moreover, conformally invariant wave equations on R”+’ 
can be rewritten as wave equations on R x S”, and there is a strong connec- 
tion between the scattering theory of such equations and the global 
Goursat problem on R x S” [ 1,4]. 
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Consider the equation 
365 
q 4+g(&)=O, 
where 0 denotes the conformal wave operator on R x S” and g: R + R is a 
sufficiently regular function. Then in the Goursat problem Q is determined 
by its restriction to the lightcone. The time evolution of this Goursat 
datum for 4 lacks the domain of dependence properties associated with the 
Cauchy problem, and the infinitesimal generator of the evolution is non- 
local. Moreover, if +4 is a C2 solution, its Goursat datum satisfies certain 
nonlinear nonlocal constraints. These constraints make the regularity 
theory of the Goursat problem more subtle than that of the Cauchy 
problem. 
In the present paper we treat regularity for the Goursat problem in the 
case n = 1. The constraints are tractable in this case, but one must take 
account of a certain special feature, namely that only for n = 1 does the 
generator of time evolution for the conformal wave equation on Rx S” 
have zero as an eigenvalue. This fact requires a slight strengthening of the 
energy norm successfully used to treat existence and uniqueness in the case 
n > 1 [ 11. The space of Goursat data for which this strengthened energy 
norm is finite is denoted by H(C). 
We show that if g is continuously differentiable, the Goursat problem 
has a unique solution locally in time given arbitrary Goursat data in H(C). 
In this case we describe conditions on Goursat data in H(C) that are 
necessary and sufficient for the local solution to be C2. In particular, this 
implies that the conditions are preserved by the time evolution during the 
interval of existence. If g is the derivative of a function G which is bounded 
from below, or if g satisfies ( g(yl) -g(y2)( <c, ( y, -y, ( + c2 for some 
constants c1 and c2, there is a global solution given arbitrary data in H(C), 
and a global C2 solution given data in H(C) satisfying the constraints. 
These global solutions define a map from Goursat data to Cauchy data 
which is continuous from H(C) to the space of Cauchy data 
The authors thank I. E. Segal for numerous discussions of the Goursat 
problem. One of us (J. B.) thanks the NSF for partial support. 
2. GEOMETRY AND NOTATIONS 
We let S’ = R/2a, and specify points on S’ by p E [ - x, x]. We give the 
manifold R x S’ the coordinates (z, p), where z E R, and p E [ -x, n]. We 
denote by fi the manifold R x S’ with the Lorentzian metric dT2 - dp’. 
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To treat the Goursat problem, we make use of the cones 
When the value of t is immaterial we call any of these cones C. We give C 
the coordinate p induced from the coordinate (r, p) on fi, thus identifying 
C with S’. This identification is a homeomorphism, and yields (for each t) 
a map from S’ to fi that is smooth except at {p = 0, rr>. We use this iden- 
tification to transfer to C the Riemannian metric dp2 on S’. 
For arbitrary t E R, S, will denote the spacelike surface defined by the 
equation r = t. The subscript t will be suppressed when its value is 
immaterial. The S, (t E R) are smooth compact submanifolds of I@, each of 
which is diffeomorphic to S’; the points of S will be specified by the 
function p indicated above. 
We will use the notation LP,,(X) to denote the space of all real dis- 
tributions f on a compact Riemannian manifold X that are in L,(X) 
together with their first q derivatives, and denote the norm in this space as 
II .lIp.q. For X= C we use the identification of C with S’ to define L,,JC). 
3. THE CAUCHY AND GOURSAT PROBLEMS 
The Laplace-Beltrami operator on fi is 
Solutions of the wave equation and its inhomogeneous and nonlinear 
variants will be denoted by the lower-case Greek letters 4 and $. We will 
use capital Greek letters to denote Cauchy data, e.g., cP(r) = 4 Is, and 
W(z) = a,@(z). 
For any spacelike surface S, we define the Hilbert space of Cauchy data 
H(S) = &l(S) 0 b(S). 
More specifically, the inner product in this space is defined by the equation 
where on the right side ( ., . ) denotes the usual inner product in L,(S). 
We will use boldface capital Greek letters to denote Goursat data. 
Suppose 4 is a function defined on &. To determine Goursat data at a 
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particular point on C, we introduce functions Q + ,a _ , @, cO( t), and c,(t) 
as follows: 
Q+(t, P)=$(t+Pv PI, o<p<Jr; 
@-(f, p)=$(t+p, -PI, o<p<71. 
@(t)= (@+(t), m-(t)) 
c,(t) = 4th Oh c,(t) = $( t + K, K). 
For any specific cone C, we define the Banach space H(C) in which the 
norm is given by 
* 
112 
II @(tNlH(c, = 
[I 
(a,@+09 pN2+ (a,@-k PI)‘) dP 1 + I cfJ(O)l* (2) 0 
This norm is equivalent to the norm in L2,1(C). The main part of the norm 
of (D(t) is the free energy 
E(t)= J-W”@, 12+ la,@- I’VP 1 
l/2 
0 1 
which is independent of t for every C2 solution of the free wave equation 
(see Lemma 2 below). 
We first examine temporal evolution in the Goursat format for the 
inhomogeneous wave equation. 
LEMMA 1. Zf q5 is u C2 solution of the equation 04 = h(z, p) on a 
neighborhood U of C,, where h is a continuous function on this neighborhood, 
then 
Wp@+k d=fC+‘+k p)+h+(t, ~111 
a,a,~-(t,p)=~Ca~~-(t, p)+h-(t, ~111, 
(4) 
where h+(t,p)=h(t+p,p),h-(t,p)=h(t+p, -p),O<p<n. 
ProoJ: Noting that a,@+ = a&, a,@+ = (8, + a,) 4 and a,@- = 
a,& a,@- = ( - aP + a,) 4, Eq. (4) follows from the direct calculation. 1 
Given the hypothesis in Lemma 1 with the inhomogeneous term f 
replaced by a nonlinear function of 4,. Eq. (4) implies certain nonlinear 
nonlocal constraints satisfied by the Goursat data. We consider this matter 
further when we study the regularity problem. 
Next we prove a statement of energy conservation for the nonlinear 
equation. We first compute the differential of a one-form E; physically, E 
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may be interpreted as a component of the energy-momentum tensor 
associated with 4. Let 4 be a C2 function on an open set U c & and let 
G: R + R be a C’ function. Set 
E = tC@,@‘+ @,4)‘1 dp + (-34) dp + a,@,4 dz. 
Then on U we have 
d& = 8,4[ 04 + G’(4)] dz A dp. (5) 
Now we are ready to state the following 
LEMMA 2. Let 4 be a C2 function on the contractible open set tic fi. 
Let E be the one-form given above. Then for all S, c U and C, c U, 
I I n E= CfW,&> P))’ + (WC p)J2) + W&G P))I 4 s, --x 
1 
Cl 
E = tCW)12 + ~bW’-~t, ~1) + G(@+(t, P))I dp, 
0 
where E(t) is the free energy associated with m(t) as defined in (3). If in 
addition 4 satisfies the equation 04 + G’(d) =0 in U, then there is a 
constant E such that 
for any S, or C, lying in U. 
From this we conclude that E(t) is independent of t if 4 is a solution of 
the free wave equation. 
Proof: One easily calculates that 
s s = E= CW,cW, P))’ + (a,&~ P))‘) + ‘34)l dp. s, -37 
On C, we use the relation 7 = t + 1 p land the definition of @ _ and Q, + to 
check that 
s s E= ; t%(a,@+(t> PI)* + (a,@-(t, P)J2) Cl 
+G(*-(6 P))+G(Q+(t, P))I dp. 
If 4 is a solution to the equation 04 + G’(4) = 0, then E is a closed form by 
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Eq. (5). Therefore the integrating E over any S, or C, lying in U gives the 
same constant E, as these 1-submanifolds of fi are all homotopic. 1 
4. LOCAL EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section we study the local existence and uniqueness of solutions 
to the Goursat problem for the nonlinear wave equation in Rx S’ 
q 4+g(4)=0, (6) 
and the continuity of the map thus defined from Goursat data in H(C,) to 
Goursat data in H(C,.). First we rewrite the equation in an abstract 
Cauchy form, 
where a(t) has values in the Banach space H(C), and estimate both terms 
on the right-hand side in terms of the norm of a(O). 
To begin with, consider the Goursat problem for the free wave equation 
in the form 
q qt=o 
4(P~P)=Qp+(o~P)9 osp<n 
#(P, -P)=@p(o, PI, O<P<R 
@+(O, O)=@-(0, Oh @+(O, ?r)=m-(o, 7c). 
Suppose that 4 is a C2 solution and 0 ~2 t< z Then 
co(t) = @ + (o,;)+.- (O,f)-c,(O) 
c,(t) = @+ (o,;).,- (o,;)-2c,(O)+c,(O), 
and for p < x - t/2, we have 
@*(t9 PI =@* (o,qf)+8T (o,;)-co(o). 
For II - t/2 < p < rr, using the periodicity of Q as function of p, we have 
@,(t, P)‘@* 
( 
0, yL)+% (0,~)-2co(0)+c.(0). 
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It is easy to see that 
lim 9+(t,p)=~~~~-(t,p)=c,(t) 
P-0 
lim a+(&~)= lim W(t,p)=c,(t). 
P-n P-a 
Thus if we define T,@(O) to equal a(t) as given by the formulas above, we 
see that 
Now consider the inhomogeneous problem. Suppose 04 = h, where 4 is 
C* and h is a continuous function. Let 
a)(t) = T,@(O) + k,h, 
where T, is defined as above, and k, is a linear operator from C(fi) to 
Goursat data on C,. Let us compute k,h, supposing that O,< t < ‘II. It is 
easy to see that for p < 7c - t/2 we have 
+ J;i+2p)i2 sd” 
h(p+q, k(P-q))dqdP 
=(T,@(O)), +j;‘+2p”2j~~(p+q~ *(P--4))hh’. 
Similarly by using the periodicity of 4 in the variable p, for A - t/2 d p < rt 
we have 






Define k,h by the above formulas, namely 
(k,h), (p)=j;i+2pylj:h(p+q. +(p-q))dqdp, p+; 
(k,h), (p)=~~‘+2’Y2-~jlPt~h(p+q, *(p-q))dqdp 
Let D, be the union of the C, for 0 <T < t. Then it is easy to see that if 
h E C(w), then 
thus allowing us to define k, as a bounded operator from L,(D,) to H(C). 
From this estimate and (7), we conclude that 
IIWNI,,,,~ Cl + c&Ill ‘WII,,,,+ c Ilh IIL2mJ, te CO, ~1. V-4) 
It is easy to see that if h E L,(D,), the function @ given above satisfies the 
inhomogeneous wave equation in the distributional sense. Hence we have 
the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let h be a functiun in L,(D,), t 6 7~, and let @(O)EH(C). 
Then there is a unique continuous map @: [O, t] -+ H(C) such that the 
associated function 4 satisfies 
q 5=h, in D,; 
4Ic,=@(O) 
in the distributional sense. Moreover the estimate (8) holds. 
Prooj: We only need to prove the uniqueness. Suppose that a, and m2 
are two solutions. Then we have 
q (4, -42)=0 
(!b-42)Ic,=O. 
Therefore #i(r, p)-#*(r, p)=f,(r +p) +f2(T-p). From 
f,P) +f*(O) = 0, f2P) +f1(0) =(I 
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we conclude that 
Turning now to the nonlinear case, suppose that h is replaced by a given 
function of the unknown field, i.e., h =g(#). The estimate (8) yields the 
following local existence theorem and continuity of the map from a(O) to 
@(t). 
THEOREM 2. If g is a continuously differentiable function on R, 
@(O) E H(C), then there is a to > 0 and a unique continuous Cp: [0, to] --) 
H(C) such that 
Wt) = T,@(O) + N,(@), 
where 
N,(m) = -k(g(@)). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Noting that ll@(t)llL, <c II@(t)llHcc, and that 
g E C’ implies that the mapping: @ = (@ + , CD _ ) + (g(@ + ), g(@ _ )) is 
boundedly Lipschitzian from H(C) to L*(C). Then we can use the estimate 
(8) and an iteration procedure to prove the theorem, as in [l]. 
From this it follows that the equation 
P any polynomial, has a solution on some D(t) given Goursat data 
a(O) E H(C). 
THBOREM 3. Suppose that at(t), (D2(t) E H(C), 0 < t < to, are two 
solutions in H(C) to the Goursat problem of Eq. (6). Then we have the 
estimate 
II @1(t) - wt)IIH(C, 1 < 2(1 + eJ;)II @r(O) - @2(0)I(H(Cj e(cA(ru2’, (9) 
where c is a positive constant independent of Cp, and a*, and 
A(t)=max{Ig’(y)lII~I~M(t)}, 
and M(t) is defined by 
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It should be remarked that if g satisfies conditions (18) or (17) in 
Section 6, then we have 
and 
II @,(t)ll H(C) Gf(6 ll @dohI( 
II @2(fNIH(C) a-(t, II @2(WH,C,)~ 
where f( t, y) : R2 + R maps bounded sets in R2 to bounded sets in R (for 
details see Section 6). Therefore in this case we have 
II~,(t)--(02(t)llH(C)~F(t, Il@,(Wl H(C)9 Il~2wllH~C))ll @I(O) - ~2WIlH(C)~ 
where F(t, y,, y,): R3 + R maps bounded sets in R3 to bounded sets in R, 
i.e., for any fixed t, the map from 0(O) to Q(t) is boundedly Lipschitzian. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let q(t) = a,(t) - a2(f). Then q(t) satisfies the 
equation 
v(i) = T,v(O) +UgW’,) -g(W) 
= T,dO) + k(w). 
ForanyO<t,<t,andtE[0,tl],using(8), 
II rl(t)ll H(C) < (1 + CJall ttum.r(c, + c II w IlL&) 
G (1 + cJ;;,ll tl(ONl 
[ 
v2 
H(C) + 4fl) J-; II?(7Nir(C) d7] . 
Let WI = II ~Wll&,~ a = (1 + +hlI rlWllHcC,. Therefore 
B(r)d(o+cA(r)[~~Bodr]l12) 
< 2a2 + 2(cA(t))2 St B(7) d7, 
0 
using the Gronwall inequality we conclude that 
B(t) < 2a2e2(c”(r1)2r, 
i.e., 
which is exactly the estimate (9). 1 
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We have proved an estimate from Goursat data to Goursat data. Given 
certain conditions on g there are similar estimates from Goursat data to 
Cauchy data, and from Cauchy data to Goursat data. We will study this 
matter in Section 7. 
5. REGULARITY OF SOLUTIONS 
Regularity of solutions and sufficient condition on the Goursat data of 
the nonlinear wave equation on C, under which the solution given in the 
previous section to the Goursat problem is actually in C2 and solves the 
wave equation classically. We first find a necessary condition, and then 
prove that it is actually sufficient. To be precise, we prove the following. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that g is differentiable on R, and m(O) E H(C). Let 
9: [0, to] -+ H(C) be the solution found in the previous section to the Gour- 
sat problem for the wave equation (6) with Goursat data a(O). Then the 
associated function 4 is in C*(D,,) and solves Eq. (6) classically tf and only tf 
@ + (0) E C*[O, z] and satisfies the following nonlinear nonlocal constraints 
where a,@,(O, p) is given in terms of a(O) by 
a,@*(% P)-~t~.co~ 0) 
with ~,~,(O,O)=~(~,~+(O,O)+~,~~(O,O)). 
Proof Suppose that 4 is a classical solution of the wave equation (6) in 
the domain D,,,, the union of the C, for 0 < t < to. Then by Lemma 1, in D,O 
we can rewrite the wave equation (6) as 
ata,~*(t, d=fC$@*k P)-g(@*(t, P))l. (12) 
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Integrating with respect to p gives 
In particular we have 
Noting that 
a,~+(t,o,+a,~-(t,o,=2a,~*(t,O), 
~p@+(c 4+a,@-k 71)=23,@,(& xl, 
we see that (14) yields the first constraint on the Goursat data 
%@*(f9 n)-a,e*(r,o)+S”g(e,(t,p))dp=o. (15) 
0 
Now let us differentiate (15) with respect o t. Using (12), it is easy to see 
that 
which is the second constraint on the Goursat data, where a,@, is given 
by the formula (13). Setting t = 0 in (15) and (16), we conclude that (10) 
and (11) are necessary conditions for 4 to be a C2 solution. 
Next we prove that if m(O) E H(C) has @* E C*[O, n] and satisfies con- 
ditions (10) and (1 l), there is a C* solution of wave equation (6) in D,O 
with cP(0) as its Goursat data. It can be easily checked by direct differen- 
tiation that the solution given by formulas in Section 4 is a C* solution in 
D,, except possibly on the characteristics 
Therefore we only need to check that @,+(t, p) has continuous first and 
second order derivatives across the line t/2 + p = a. Set h(r, p)= 
-g(4(r, p)). First we can calculate aP@, and a,@, as follows: For 
0 G t/2 + p < A, 
.%0/83/Z-IO 
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+jF+‘h(p+;, f (p-;))dp]. 
For t/2+p>a,p<n, we have 
+ J*j2 
t/2 + p - K 
h(f+p+q, f (;+pv))dp 
+I 









+S:/2+ph(p+;, + (p-;))dp] 
+;[jt;;+perh(f+p+q, + (;+i+)). 
+f 
r/2 + P 
;+p-n+q,f dq . 
II )) 1 
From the expression above we can see immediately that the condition (10) 
is enough to guarantee the continuity of the first order derivatives of the 
solution across the line t/2 + p = z. By similar calculation the condition 
given in ( 11) will guarantee the continuity of all second order derivatives. 
Calculating all second order derivatives is a lengthy process, so here we just 
give formulas for 8; Cp * and leave the rest to readers. For r/2 + p < n, 
ap*k L4=ap* (O~;+p)+j;[h,(;+p+q, + (;+p-q)) 
+h P ;+P+q. + (;+p-q))]dq. 
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For t/2+p>n,p<n, we have 
ap*o, P)=q@* (o,;+P-n) 
+ j*'* 
r/2 + p - II 
h,(;+p+,, zi- (;+p-q))dq 
+ Jr'* 
r/2 + p - II 
h,(;+p+q, f (;+p-q)). 
+h(t+2p-n, TX)-h(t+2p-n, &n) 
+f 















In order for a:@, to be continuous across t/2 + p = rr, we only need that 
a:~.(o,n)=d:ct,.(O,O)+~= Ch,(q, fq)+h,(q, Tq)] dq. 
0 
Note that 
- I ; ChAq, Td+h,(q, Tq)] dq 
= I n C2a,g(~T(t,p))-apg(~T(t,p))l &I,=, 0 
=g(~.(O,O))-g(8,(0,r))+2~~g'(O+)a,g+(t,p)dpI,=o. 
0 
The formulas above are exactly the condition we obtained in (11). ~ 1 
From the above calculation we know that if the constraints are satisfied, 
there is a local C* solution. Since any Goursat data for a local C* solution 
satisfies the nonlinear constraints (lo), and (ll), therefore the constraints 
are preserved by the time evolution locally in time. 
6. GLOBAL EXISTENCE OF THE SOLUTIONS 
In this section we will study the global existence of the solutions to the 
Goursat problem of the nonlinear wave equation (6) in the space H(C). 
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THEOREM 5. There is a global solution a(t) E H(C), 0 < t < co, to the 
Gout-sat problem of the wave equation (6), if g is continuously differentiable 
and 
or 
Ig(Y,)-g(Y*)ldcl+czIYl-Y2I try,,y,~R (17) 
G(Y) k -c2 Vy’vRR, (18) 
where c, and c2 are positive constants, G(y) = fig(z) dz 
It is easy to see that g(y) = y’ + P,- i(y), where r is an odd integer, and 
P,- i is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to r - 1, satisfies the 
condition (18). Any bounded C’ function or any function with bounded 
derivative satisfies the condition (17). In these cases we have global 
existence in H(C). In order to prove this theorem, we need to establish the 
following conservation of energy: 
THEOREM 6. Zf O(t) is a solution to the Goursat problem of the wave 
equation (6) in the space H(C) defined by (2), then 
Z(@(t)) =tCW12 + j-n G(‘Wt, ~1) & 
0 
is independent of t, where E(t) is the free energy of a(t), and 
j-z G(@(t, d)dp= j; CG(@+(t, p))+G(Q-(t, ~111 dp. 
0 
In fact, to prove Theorem 4, we only need to prove that II @(t)lJHcCl will 
not blow up in a finite time, i.e., for any fixed 0 < to < co, II @(t)llHcc, 
cannot approach co as t tends to to. 
Case 1. If g satisfies the condition ( 17), we have, by using (8), 
lI@(t)llH(C)~ (1 +$hllwh4~c,+c II d@P)ll.,,D,) 




for 0 < t < rr, which implies that (I @(t)lJ,(,) cannot blow up in a finite time. 
Case 2. If g satisfies the condition (18), we have, by using Theorem 6, 
[E(t)]’ = 21(@(O)) - 2 jo= G(Q(t, p)) dp < 4c,n + 21(@(O)). 
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Noting that S”,Ia,~(t,s)12ds~2Z(QP(0))+4c2a by using the l-form E 
defined earlier, we have 
dfi [ j” IQw,~)l’~ 1 
l/2 
+ c II ~~~)lIH(C, --I 
< 2n[21(@(0)) + ‘+‘#‘* + C II@(o)II,,,, 
for all t E [0, ~1. Combining two inequalities above gives 
II @(tNl H(C)-(IIm(o)iI”(C)+ l) 
for 0~ f < 1z, where c is a constant independent of II@(0)IIHcc,, which 
implies that I/ @(t)ll,(,, cannot blow up in a finite time. 
So the only thing left to do is prove Theorem 5. First let us recall that if 
m(O) E H(C) and Q,,(O) is in C*[O, A] and satisfies nonlinear constraints 
(10) and (ll), we know by Lemma 2 that Z(@(t)) =Z(@(O)) for every t. 
Now for any O(O) E H(C), we can approximate m(O) by a sequence of 
P’n,tO)) EH(C), h w ere CD,,(O) are in C*[O, K] and satisfies constraints 
(10) and (1 1 ), i.e., 
II @n(O) - ~(0)11,(,, + 0 
Let a,(t) be the solution on the Goursat problem of the nonlinear wave 
equation (6) with initial Goursat data Q,(O). Then by Theorem 3, we know 
that 
II @n(t) - w))ll”cc, + 0 as n-co 
so we have 
Z(@(t)) -Z(U)(O)) = lim [Z(@,,(t)) - Z(@,(O))] = 0, 
“-rOZ 
for every t. Therefore we have the conservation of energy. 1 
It should be pointed out that if g satisfies (18) or (17), and @E H(S), 
then there is a unique solution 4 to the Cauchy problem for the wave 
equation (6) such that Q(O) $ a,@(O) = @, and 
where f (t, y): R* + R maps bounded sets in R2 to bounded sets in R. 
Moreover if 4” E C*(S’) 0 C’(S’), then 4 E C*(R x S’). These facts can be 
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proved by using standard arguments in partial differential equations. The 
details are omitted here. 
7. THE MAP FROM CAUCHY DATA TO GOURSAT DATA 
For nonlinear or inhomogeneous wave equations on Rx S’ with global 
regular solutions to the Cauchy problem there are maps Sz, from Cauchy 
data on S, to Goursat data on the cones 
C,={+z=n-lpi}. 
As explained in [l], these maps can be construed as the wave transforms 
for wave equations on R*, and if they are invertible the map C = 52, Q: l 
can be construed as the scattering transform. 
Here we prove the continuity of the maps 8, and their inverses with 
respect to the norms defined by (1 ), (2) for the nonlinear equation 
where g is a C’ function satisfying (18) or (17). For convenience we deal 
below only with Q _ , because C_ is one of our standard cones C,, namely 
C-,. The cone C, is the image of C- under the isometry of fi given by 
(r, p) + (-z, p), which fixes So. Thus the theorem below extends to the 
case 52, by symmetry considerations. 
THEOREM 7. Let g: R + R be a C’ function satisfing (18) or (17). Let 
@EC*(S’)@C’(S~), and let $ be the global C* solution of Eq. (6) with 
@(O)@@‘(O)=@. Let @=dlc-. Then the map Q2,: C*(S’)@C’(S’)+ 
H(C) given by a,(&) = @ extends uniquely to a continuous map 
52 ~ : H(S) + H(C). Moreover, Sz _ is boundedly Lipschitzian. 
proof. Since g E C’(R) and II @ II Lm < c II @ lIH~C~~ II @ II LaD(sj G II @ II 2,1~c~~ 
we know that g is boundedly Lipschitzian from L,,(S) to L,(S), and from 
H(C) to L*(C). Suppose that & E C*(S) @ C’(S), where i = 1,2. Let di be 
the corresponding C* solution of (6) on fi. Let $ = #r - 4*, t,P = 4; - &, 
and Y = (#r - d2)l c_. Then by the boundedly Lipschitzian character of the 
nonlinear time evolution in H(S), for all r E C--K, 0] we have 
II WdllLZ.,(S)? II a,vt)ll ~~~s#4II~;lI~~s~~ II~~II~~s,~ll~,II~cs,~ (19) 
where h: R* + R is bounded on bounded sets. 
Define the l-form E on A by 
E = &-(8,4)* + d,4)‘] dp + $I @,4 dz 
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As in the proof of Lemma 2, 
and 
s ~=ICII~IIH(C)-II(I~-~,~~112. c 
It is easy to check that 
and if R is a region of fi bounded by {z = 0} and C- , we have 
2jR~=cll~sllL(s, - II p II t2(S)1 - c II y II H(C) -1~(--11,0)112 
=2j ~,NdtM-g(h))d~ * dp- 
R 
Thus 
[ 11 p 11 H(C) -I+-IIAl12 
G II ti” II k(S) +2s la,tW42)-g(h))ld~ ~4 [--n,O]xS’ 
and by (19), the latter is less than or equal to 
2 II&4%,,,-7Lo,x.~, II g(~2)-g(~l)llL2(C--n,0,xSI) 
~k(Il#; IIH(S,, 114; 11 H(S)) II $” iI ii(s) 
for some function k: R2 + R that is bounded on bounded sets. Thus we 
have 
IIPIIH(C)=[:II~llH(C)-I~(-K,O)Il+I~(--n,O)I 
G W(II’$; IIH(S,, II 4; IIH(S,) + 1)1’2 11 ti” IlH(S) + c iI yY(-“h2.,(s) 
G [(ch +k)(ll& iIH(S), II 4; IIH(S,) + 11”2 11 @I/H(s). 
Hence the map Sz, is boundedly Lipschitzian with respect to norms 
defined by (1) and (2). Since C*(S’)@ C’(S’) is dense in H(S), this implies 
that Q, extends uniquely to a continuous map s2 _ : H(S) + H(C), which is 
also bounded Lipschitzian. [ 
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If g satisfies (18) or (17), we proved global existence for the Goursat 
problem in the previous section. It is easy to prove, using the estimate in 
(8), that 
Q:‘:H(C)+H(S) 
exists and is boundedly Lipschitzian. We omit the details. 
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